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NATIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE SCHEME 

Motion 

Resumed from 11 October on the following motion moved by Hon Alison Xamon — 

That this house notes — 

(1) The significant impacts on people with disability and their families of ongoing uncertainty about 
which form of the National Disability Insurance Scheme will be adopted in WA; 

(2) Whether the government decides to adopt the NDIS or the NDIS My Way model, it is imperative 
that those whose lives will be most affected by the decision are kept informed in an ongoing and 
meaningful way; 

(3) That, furthermore, it is essential that a co-design model for engagement that involves people 
with disability and their families in the design of governance, policy and operational aspects is 
developed to inform the delivery of whichever scheme is agreed to; 

(4) The significant uncertainty in the funding of disability services in WA, and calls upon the 
government to put mechanisms in place to ensure — 

(a) that people with disability and their representative organisations are included in 
governance structures and inform service delivery design; and 

(b) that the decision-making process is fully transparent. 

HON STEPHEN DAWSON (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Disability Services) [1.08 pm]: It is 
a pleasure to speak again on this motion moved by Hon Alison Xamon on the very important issue of the 
National Disability Insurance Scheme. I do not propose to go over the contribution I made last time; if members 
have an interest, they can read it in Hansard. But I did want to put a few more things on the record about the 
National Disability Insurance Scheme in this state. Since 1 July this year, people with disability in the Kimberley, 
Pilbara, Rockingham and Mandurah local government areas, as well as in additional areas in the Perth hills, now 
have access to the NDIS. As at the beginning of October, more than 5 500 people with disability are eligible to 
participate in the scheme in Western Australia. As members know, we will eventually roll out the scheme to 
between 38 000 and 40 000-odd people throughout the rest of the state. This motion talks about co-design and 
consultation. I want to place on the record the work of the Ministerial Advisory Council on Disability that reports 
to me and has reported to other Ministers for Disability Services. I would like to acknowledge the work that the 
Ministerial Advisory Council on Disability has undertaken on the National Disability Insurance Scheme over the 
past few years. I understand that it contributed a great deal towards facilitating community input into the NDIS 
service delivery design. When Hon Donna Faragher was the Minister for Disability Services, she tasked the 
Ministerial Advisory Council on Disability with some work in this space and consulting, essentially. The council 
went across the state and spoke to people in different communities about the NDIS. I think it undertook 
a four-month consultation process in this area and, obviously, its work fed into — 

Hon Donna Faragher: That goes against the suggestion that there was no consultation. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I was just going to say that it did undertake some consultation. I think the issue was 
that the council consulted on the Western Australian NDIS model. That decision was in the offing and it — 

Hon Donna Faragher: That is incorrect. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: It certainly seemed to be the case. Limited consultation did occur. The key NDIS 
aspects about planning, information and advocacy remain issues regardless of the NDIS scheme moving forward. 

Another issue I place on the record is the information linkages and capacity building component of the NDIS. This 
year, the Department of Communities has worked with key stakeholders to develop a commissioning framework 
for the information linkages and capacity building—or ILC component—of the NDIS for WA. The ILC is an 
important component of the NDIS because it makes sure our community becomes more welcoming, accessible 
and inclusive of people with disability. One of the criticisms of the previous funding round was that the WA ILC 
process did not line up with the National Disability Insurance Agency’s ILC process. Over the next few weeks, 
we will see on Tenders WA an opening of the ILC round this year with a nationally consistent set of guidelines. 
The five areas of focus for the NDIA ILC will line up with the WA NDIS ILC funding. It will give organisations 
an opportunity to work with like-minded organisations across the country and to make sure that we participate in 
the national framework. The stakeholder input into the ILC commissioning framework has meant that the ILC 
funding can be better allocated to areas where it is most needed. Under the current bilateral agreement there is 
a 50–50 split between the contributions of the state and commonwealth governments for the provision of ILC 
funding. In 2016–17, the ILC funding went to three priority areas to fund organisations to develop initiatives that 
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provide better information and advice about the NDIS, to prepare individuals for the planning process and to 
educate participants about self-management. The self-management policy is another key item that has been 
amended this year as a result of direct collaboration with stakeholders. Because self-management is quite 
a complex matter—it involves legal obligations, employment and taxation—it was decided that a comprehensive 
policy was required to support the implementation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme in WA. The 
Department of Communities’ Disability Services unit has partnered with Western Australia’s Individualised 
Services—WAiS—and People with Disabilities (WA) Inc to facilitate meaningful public consultation. The 
consultation covered the policy and the pricing approach to the self-management of NDIS funding, and a report 
was compiled based on the feedback with 12 recommendations identified to build into the policy. I am pleased 
that that public consultation has led to the development of a policy that is now more responsive to the needs of 
people with disability and their families and carers. The Department of Communities continues to work with WAiS 
and the disability sector more broadly to development NDIS self-management guidance material. 

As the current NDIS rolls out, the Department of Communities continues to hold public information sessions and 
engagement activities across the state at which every comment and query is captured so that we can better address 
common concerns about the scheme. I have said in this place previously that my view is that regardless of the 
model and where we end up with the NDIS, we need to be conscious of the fact that we are at the early stages of 
this process. There will be trials and tribulations and issues that arise as we roll out the NDIS and we need to make 
sure that we can be as nimble as possible to address those issues. We need to have procedures in place that enable 
us to learn from those issues that are raised and to fix them as quickly as possible. We are also undertaking a range 
of community engagement activities throughout each rollout region. During this month in particular, the 
Rockingham and Mandurah areas will host a community expo featuring a range of disability service providers. 
These are essentially family-focused events aimed at providing people with disability in those areas, plus their 
families and their carers, with the opportunity to learn more about the NDIS and to also showcase the variety of 
services available in those areas. I am informed that previous expos in the South Metropolitan Region have 
attracted more than 40 different service providers and over 150 attendees. A range of consultation continues as we 
roll out the NDIS across the state. Those information stalls provide an opportunity for people with disability to not 
only ask questions and learn more about the NDIS, but also work through their potential eligibility to access the 
scheme. It has also been an opportunity to raise awareness of the scheme to the broader community. 

I have taken a particular interest in the rollout in the Kimberley and Pilbara given the difficulty in those areas of 
ensuring that people know about the scheme and are plugged into the scheme. Over the past few months in 
particular, since 1 July, the Department of Communities has made it a significant priority to work with groups on 
the ground, particularly in remote communities. At the moment, remote communities have few service providers. 
In fact, the only service provider tends to be the Aboriginal medical services. We have been working with 
Aboriginal medical services to see how we can work in collaboration with them to spread the message and see if 
there is an opportunity for them to potentially provide a service in this space. I recognise that the medical model 
of service delivery is very different from what we do in the disability space, but given these organisations are on 
the ground in some of those communities, we are looking at ways of using them, their footprint, their focus and 
their reach into communities to make sure that people know about the NDIS moving forward. 

A number of other things have taken place. Consultation is happening now and I am very focused on ensuring that 
it continues to happen on the ground in the communities. As I have said before, the NDIS is a significant reform 
and introducing a scheme of its size will not be without its challenges. We have to be wary of that and to admit 
and recognise it, and to respond accordingly as the NDIS rolls out across our vast state. The McGowan Labor 
government will make a fully informed decision about the most effective way of delivering the NDIS to all eligible 
Western Australians. I take the opportunity to thank people with disability for their patience while these 
discussions take place. It has been frustrating for people with disability, for their families and for service providers. 
People just want to well and truly get on with it. 

Over the past few months I have focused on making sure that we get on with what is simply the best scheme for 
people with disability. The conversation is continuing with the federal government and we are hopeful of signing 
a new bilateral agreement in December. I appreciate Hon Alison Xamon taking an interest in this important issue. 
It is an interest that we all share, or should share, in this place. 

HON DONNA FARAGHER (East Metropolitan) [1.20 pm]: I also rise to make a few remarks about the motion 
that is before the house. I do so as not only the former Minister for Disability Services, but also someone who has 
for a very long time had a strong commitment to helping and supporting people with disability, their families and 
carers. I think I have something to contribute to this debate, particularly as it extends around the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme. I have listened with great interest to the comments made by both Hon Alison Xamon, as the 
mover of the motion, and the Minister for Disability Services. Since we have been sitting on this side of the house 
since the election, members would know that there have been a few opportunities for me to share my views and 
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perspectives on the NDIS. We all agree that such a significant reform at a national level is not easy. It is not an 
easy reform; it has challenges, even the original thought of this happening in the first place. It was something that 
had been long talked about and many thought it would never become a reality. It has become a reality now and it 
is wonderful that people with disability, their families and their carers have certainty, something that they did not 
necessarily have before. 

But with such reform there are challenges. I have sat in the place of the Minister for Disability Services. I am quite 
sure that he is receiving similar advice and comments that I received. I am quite sure that right now everywhere 
he goes, every meeting and event that he goes to, people are asking, “Are you going to tell us what the 
announcement is?” That was what was happening to me. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: It is mostly Hon Peter Collier saying it, because he’s at the events too. 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Hon Peter Collier, as our shadow minister, is certainly very committed and 
supportive of what is being sought through the NDIS. But I know that pressure will be put on the minister to make 
an announcement. The minister needs to make an announcement very soon, and he knows that; we all know that. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: Two governments signed the last bilateral. 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I appreciate that. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: It takes two governments to get out of it or change it. 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: The minister might now be a little more understanding of what we were going 
through to finalise an agreement. I will reflect on a press statement that the now minister put out about the former 
Minister for Disability Services last year. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: You? 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: That is right. It will be interesting. 

Hon Peter Collier: What does it say, pray tell? 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Wait. Just wait. 

As I have said on many occasions, from my perspective the portfolio of disability services should have bipartisan 
support. It should not be something that is partisan, because the issues that we deal with in the disability services 
portfolio are far too important. We are working with and supporting some of the most vulnerable people within 
our community, and taking a partisan approach is not the best. I will say, however, that it is somewhat unfortunate 
that the NDIS has introduced an element of partisanship, not just here in Western Australia but also nationally. 
I believe that it has caused tension. We can have different views on issues but I think politics has come into it, 
perhaps in a way that it has not before. 

Members know that I obviously take the personal view, and the former government took the view, that based on 
all the information that was available to us—it was not the gospel according to Donna—on balance, the WA NDIS 
was the best model for our state. I absolutely recognise that, in making a decision like that, we are not going to 
receive universal endorsement. Hon Alison Xamon is incredibly passionate about this issue and I applaud her for 
that, but with all due respect, the minister in his contribution a couple weeks ago said that in the 45 minutes that 
Hon Alison Xamon had to speak on this motion, not once did she make her position clear and by interjection she 
said, “I support whatever the sector wants.” It might be a harsh reality, but the reality is that we are never going to 
get 100 per cent support within the sector. Because of that, it is all very well to say, “I support whatever the sector 
wants”, but there will come a point when a government needs to make a decision. The minister is faced with that 
situation. I was faced with that situation. It is the joy of government. I appreciate that the Greens are not in 
government and never will be, but at the end of the day ministers and cabinets need to make a decision. 

Hon Alison Xamon: I have been prepared to support either model, which is the point. When your government made 
the decision to go with the state model, the Greens deliberately did not make a decision about whether that was a good 
or bad decision. Likewise, when this government made the decision that it wanted to pursue a federal model, once 
again the Greens took a position of being agnostic around that. The purpose of this motion and the reason it is worded 
the way that it is is that we are calling for certainty either way, not because we feel that we necessarily need to be 
taking a position on whether a state-based model or a federally based model are the best models. 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: It is a fairly long interjection. 

The PRESIDENT: It is, actually. You might want to get back on track, Hon Donna Faragher. 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Thank you, Madam President. 

I make the point that governments need to make a decision. As part of Hon Alison Xamon’s motion, I absolutely 
accept the importance of co-design, but at the end of the day there has to be a decision between the state and the 
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federal government. As a state, we have something to say about this matter. By any means, we do not have a perfect 
system for disability services—no system is ever going to be perfect—but as a state we have a lot to be proud of 
for what we have done over the years in disability services, particularly in comparison with other states and 
territories. We have moved a lot further and more quickly on a number of aspects of disability services. At the end 
of the day, the state pays around 60 per cent of the package costs of the NDIS. The commonwealth pays 
40 per cent. We have a stake in this and we have a right to put a view. 

I appreciate that the minister indicated in his contribution that he supports the federal model. With all due respect, 
I appreciate that the minister is working through this, but I have been left a little confused about his position 
because he has talked a lot about the federal model, but also about having local control and the ability for people 
with disability to speak to someone at the local level. In my view, based on what the minister has said, that is very 
much the WA NDIS model—it absolutely is. The ability to speak to someone locally—a local coordinator who 
knows the community and knows the individual circumstances of the person and their family—is paramount, in 
my view. This is important not just for those people with disability in the city, where greater resources might 
perhaps be available, but also particularly for people in regional and remote Western Australia, whose access to 
services is obviously far more limited. I was minister for about 10 months. I met with a number of people and 
families, including in the outer metropolitan and regional parts of Western Australia. Having someone who was 
part of their community who they could speak to was actually really important to them. That was one of the 
take-home messages that I got. The minister has spoken a lot about a lack of consultation. I would disagree with 
that. The minister reflected on the consultation undertaken by the Ministerial Advisory Council on Disability. That 
was an engagement process I established when I became minister, because I felt that it was incredibly important. 
The council had face-to-face meetings and events in the Kimberley, Pilbara, Gascoyne, midwest, wheatbelt, 
goldfields–Esperance, Peel, south west, great southern and Perth regions. That is not insignificant. It met with 
hundreds of people. Other consultation was undertaken. There were consumer satisfaction surveys and online 
surveys. Regular forums were undertaken by the former Disability Services Commission, involving service 
providers, advocacy groups and, most importantly, people with disability and their families and carers. A range of 
other consultation was undertaken. In addition, information from quarterly reports from the NDIS was considered 
as part of the former government’s position on this matter. The review that was undertaken has been spoken about 
as well. There were a range of consultation processes as well as reports and other issues that were pulled together, 
and the former government made that decision.  

One of the criticisms has been that we rushed the decision. I do not disagree that the final agreement was signed 
on the day before we went into caretaker mode. That is a fact. I do not shy away from that; that is what happened. 
I have talked before in this house about the time line of how we got to that point, but I will reiterate it. It is easy to 
criticise the former government by saying that we rushed the decision. I came into the role as minister towards the 
end of March last year. The first thing that hit my desk was: Where are we at with the NDIS? Are we going to join 
the commonwealth and the National Disability Insurance Agency approach or are we going with the WA NDIS? 
There were calls then that we were delaying signing up. The Minister for Social Services, Hon Christian Porter, 
and I made a commitment in April—only about a month after I took on the position—that we would extend the 
trial for another year as of 1 July, and that we would extend it to other areas and work towards an agreement. We 
gave ourselves a time line of October to work to that agreement being announced, with an expectation that full 
scheme rollout would commence through a phased approach come 1 July 2017. Both ministers wanted to give 
certainty to the sector that this was not going to continue to drag on year after year and that the trials would end at 
some point and a decision would be made. We made that decision. We made that announcement in April last year 
at the Ability Centre in Mt Lawley. Neither the federal minister, Christian Porter, nor I could have been clearer. 
We worked very hard over the ensuing months to get an agreement. The end of October came and we were still 
working through some issues, probably similar to what the minister is working through right now. As I said at the 
beginning of my contribution, everywhere I went—if there was a public opening or an event—the shadow minister 
was acting like the shadow minister that we have now, asking: What is she going to do? Is this the day she is going 
to make the announcement? The minister remembers that well, does he not? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: I am living it now. 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: He is, because I am going to read out a press statement from him. I found it the 
other day. It is dated 24 November 2016. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Are you sure it is from me? 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Is that the minister’s face on the press release? 
Hon Alanna Clohesy: It certainly doesn’t look like it now! 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I am not going to comment on that one! The press statement is headed “Delays on 
NDIS scheme leave Western Australians with disabilities in limbo” and reads — 
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Shadow Minister for Disability Services Stephen Dawson has criticised the failure of the State and 
Federal Liberal Governments to agree to a planned rollout of an NDIS in Western Australia. 
The State and Federal Governments promised months ago they would announce in October which NDIS 
scheme would operate in WA after trialling both a state and federally-run model. 
With December approaching, the Barnett Liberal Government still has not released its plans for the NDIS 
in WA. 
Comments from Shadow Minister for Disability Services Stephen Dawson: 
“People with disability in WA have been living in limbo over the past couple of years as two different 
models were trialled here. 
“The promised announcement date has come and gone and we’re still no closer to resolution. 
“Service providers are currently operating under 3 models—it is unfair they are hurting due to the lack of 
a firm decision on this important issue 
“It’s time for the Government to get on with the job and start delivering the services needed and required 
by people with disability. 
“With the Liberals in government both in WA and federally, surely they can get their act together and 
agree on the best NDIS model for people with disability without further delay. 
“With the Parliamentary year over, we still see no sign of a decision and call on the Barnett Liberal 
Government to declare their intentions on moving forward on this matter.” 

Hon Peter Collier: Can I just put my name on the top and I will reissue it? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: It was quite a good media statement, wasn’t it? 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: Well, I kept it! It was not because of Hon Stephen Dawson’s press statement that 
I was called to action on the matter. 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Was it my photo? Is that why you kept it? 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I will talk to the minister about that later behind the Chair. 
That media statement was dated 24 November 2016. A few days later, on Friday, 2 December, I made an 
announcement at an event at which the current minister was present—it was an NDS WA major event at 
Crown Perth. This was on 2 December 2016. I went back and looked at the press statement that I put out with 
Hon Christian Porter. I am not going to read all of it, but it states at the beginning — 

The Commonwealth and Western Australian Governments today agreed to commence the final 
negotiations, on a no prejudice basis, on a nationally consistent but state-run National Disability 
Insurance Scheme (NDIS). 
Today’s announcement provides a firm basis for further negotiations toward a final bilateral agreement 
on a WA-delivered NDIS model which would meet Commonwealth conditions for national consistency, 
with the NDIS transition to begin on 1 July 2017. 

I make the point that it might well be argued that we rushed a decision because the final agreement was not signed 
by the commonwealth government—it had been signed by us earlier—until the day before the state government 
went into caretaker mode. The former minister, Hon Helen Morton, had been working towards an agreement, but 
the fact is that the final part was left to me when I became minister. We made it clear back in April of the previous 
year that we would work towards an agreement to enable the phased rollout of the full NDIS in this state on 
1 July 2017. We announced that in April and we were criticised by the then shadow minister that we were taking 
too long to make a decision. We announced on 2 December that this was what we were going to do. That 
announcement was not wishy-washy; it was not, “Oh, we’re still trying to work it out.” It was clear that we were 
working on the basis that there would be a Western Australian state-run NDIS in place come 1 July 2017. This 
was not the day before the state government went into caretaker mode; this was in December, so everybody knew 
that that was what both governments were working to finalise. 

That press statement was released for the benefit of everyone who took an interest in this issue. There were 
11 agreed elements under a future WA-delivered NDIS model. The first agreed element states — 

1. The WA-delivered model would operate under WA based legislation which must — 

Not “may” — 

mirror key elements of the National Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013, including with respect 
to: 
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a. access and eligibility; 

b. reasonable and necessary support; 

c. Quality and Safeguards framework; and 

d. governance including Rules under the NDIS Act 2013. 

There are also a number of other important points that I will not go through now. 

From 2 December, when that agreement was made, both governments, state and commonwealth, officials and 
ministers, worked incredibly hard to get that agreement finalised. The agreement was finalised before the state 
government went into caretaker mode because—people might be happy with this or not—I, as minister, had given 
an assurance to people with disability, their families and carers, that we would have a scheme in place on 
1 July 2017. The simple fact is that I was daily being called upon to give certainty, and that is what this motion is 
all about, and why I agree with Hon Alison Xamon that everyone needs certainty. 

Whether members liked the WA NDIS model or the commonwealth model, the decision had been made that we 
would go with the WA NDIS, based on all the information that had been presented to us, and recognising that not 
everybody was going to support that move. But we worked hard to get that agreement so people knew that, come 
1 July 2017, the NDIS would officially—not on a trial basis—roll out in Western Australia. That is why we worked 
really hard. It was not so that we could make a big deal of it; we actually just wanted to deliver on what we said 
we would deliver. I, as minister, did not want to be the minister who worked really hard to try to get that outcome 
but then, because of caretaker mode, it did not happen, it all fell flat and we would have to start again from ground 
zero. Unfortunately, that is effectively what has happened. 

I appreciate that we lost the election and I appreciate that the current Minister for Disability Services made 
a decision in opposition that if the Labor Party came to government, it would review the decision. As the minister 
pointed out in his contribution to this motion, he would have thought that a decision would have been reached by 
now. I think we all would have liked that to have happened; it has clearly taken a lot longer for him to get that 
agreement with the commonwealth. But I will not stand in this place and have the criticism made of me and the 
former government that we rushed a decision, because in my view we did not. 

I attended election debates, along with Hon Alison Xamon, at which I came under quite a bit of criticism from 
some groups. I will say that that view was not universally shared by many people, but you cop that as a minister; 
that is the way it goes. Certainly, some Greens candidates were of the strong view that we should have gone with 
the commonwealth model. I heard what Hon Alison Xamon said earlier about the Greens not actually taking 
a position; I am not quite sure about that, but I take the member at her word. 

I return to the point that, at the end of the day, a decision has to be made, and any decision is not going to be 
universally endorsed by everybody; that is just the reality. The minister and government of the day have to make 
a decision, based on everything that is presented to them, that they feel is going to be the best decision. We do not 
always get it right—we know that—whether in this or other portfolios. I am quite sure that the Minister for 
Disability Services, who is out of the chamber on urgent parliamentary business, absolutely wants to make the best 
decisions he can in his role as minister. As Hon Peter Collier said, if when he makes his decision it is different 
from the decision we would have made, I am not going to stand on the steps of Parliament House and say it is 
a terrible decision. I might take the view that the WA NDIS is still the better model, but I will not do that. That is 
a decision for the minister and the government to make, and they will have to live with that decision. I just really 
hope it works, whatever that decision is. We just want that decision. I see Hon Alison Xamon nodding in furious 
agreement with me, so we are on a par there. 

I will just say that a decision needs to be made. It is now 1 November; the press release by the then shadow 
minister, in which he called on me to make a decision, was put out on 24 November 2016, almost a year ago. 
A decision needs to be made, and I appreciate that the minister is saying that it requires two governments to talk; 
I get that and I understand that, but there comes a point when you have to make a call. We made a call back in 
December last year. Although some people take the view that it was the wrong call, others certainly said it was the 
right call. I think now everyone just wants a call to be made that people can work with. I still believe, and there is 
certainly clear evidence that we continue to see in the media, that clear issues remain with the commonwealth 
approach to the National Disability Insurance Agency. I do not think it meets the real needs of the spectrum of 
disability, or recognise, as I mentioned before, the vastness of this state and its unique situation. I think 
Hon Alison Xamon said that part of the problem is perhaps also the fact that Geelong was chosen. I agree that it 
was a silly decision, but that is the reality of where it is. The minister has indicated that there will be a decision in 
December. I reckon that every day that goes by in December—1 December, 2 December—the minister will have 
people on his doorstep asking him what is happening. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: They are already there! 
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Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I reckon they might be! 

The time has come. Obviously, first and foremost, it is for people with disability, their families and carers. Also, 
it is for the service providers, many of whom are effectively working under three models just by virtue of the 
services they provide. They are still working under the current Disability Services Commission model, if I can put 
it that way. They are also working under the WA NDIS trial and the commonwealth NDIA trial. That is incredibly 
difficult and frustrating for them, and they need to have some certainty one way or the other about how they need 
to manage what they do on a daily basis. That uncertainty cannot continue. I hope that the minister will come into 
this place very soon with a decision about the NDIS. I just make the point that the minister can make criticisms of 
the former government about consultation, and I refute those claims, and he can make criticisms that the decision 
was rushed, albeit I have outlined today that it was in fact not rushed. In fact, I, as minister, was doing all that 
I could to reduce the uncertainty for people. That has been and gone now. Months have passed and we are still 
unclear about what the final decision will be. I know the minister has a very strong commitment to the disability 
services sector and that he has no doubt been working very hard on this issue, but the time has come for him and 
the federal minister to make a decision and to make it known to everybody who has an interest in this issue. It is 
an incredibly important issue. It affects many Western Australians. I, like everybody here, want to see the start of 
the official rollout of the scheme so that Western Australians can benefit from the NDIS, not only now but also 
well into the future. 

HON ALISON XAMON (North Metropolitan) [1.54 pm] — in reply: I am really happy to be able to reply to 
some of the comments that were made. I thank members who have contributed to this discussion and for showing 
an interest in what I believe is a really important issue. I want to respond to a few of the comments made, 
particularly the interjections that have come from both sides of the house requesting that I take a position on 
whether I think we need to pursue a WA-based model or go with the national scheme. 

I will reflect on the media release read out by Hon Donna Faragher that came from the minister when he was in 
opposition. He also at no point stipulated which particular model should be pursued, but simply that a decision 
should be made. I also concur with the comments made by Hon Donna Faragher that of course there will never be 
a consensus within the disability community as a whole, because it is as diverse in its opinions as the general 
community is on a whole range of matters. As someone who is very engaged with this sector, I know the diversity 
of opinions we have been hearing. We know that there are a lot of service providers very active nationally that are 
keen to see a national approach and a lot of services in Western Australia are keen to pursue the My Way approach. 

We also know that that diversity is reflected in people who have had experience in accessing services. I want to 
make a comment about part of that. Comments were made about the value of the local area coordinators and why 
that was indicative of the positive approach that has been taken in the state-based system. Of course, there are two 
sides to that. For people who have had a really engaged and switched on local area coordinator, their experience 
dealing with the state system can be absolutely life changing and they cannot speak more highly of it. Conversely, 
I have heard far too many stories from people who have ended up with a less engaged local area coordinator or 
who have been in the position temporarily and who have gone through and failed to make that fundamental 
long-term personal engagement with individuals and their families. Their experiences are very negative and they 
speak with great despair about their experiences under that approach. I think it is important to note at a systemic 
level that there are real vulnerabilities in that devolved approach, as well as the fact that there can be very big 
strengths as well. 

It would be remiss of me not to acknowledge the latest Productivity Commission report looking into what is 
happening with the National Disability Insurance Agency and acknowledging that, clearly, some quite serious 
issues and problems continue to emerge with the rollout of this very large reform. We can take from that that it is 
quite clear that there are going to be problems no matter which scheme is ultimately signed up to. I reflect on the 
comments made by the minister about how the introduction of a reform of this size is always going to bring 
challenges and issues with it and he is absolutely correct. I suppose that goes back to the second half of my motion, 
which I want to draw members’ attention to. 

I am disappointed that I do not feel there was enough concentration on that part of the motion, which, as far as 
I am concerned, is the substantive part of the motion. I would like to assure members that before I took my seat, 
I did not formulate this motion in isolation but in consultation with a number of people in the disability sector, 
because they had indicated to me what they really wanted get to the bottom of. Again, they were very clear that 
they did not want to advocate for either a state or federal model, but they indicated they were very concerned by 
the lack of certainty about what was going to happen moving forward, bearing in mind that this was back in May. 
Many months later we do not have that certainty, although through the estimates process we have had some 
undertaking from the minister that, hopefully, we will get some idea of what is happening in December. I agree 
with the comment that come December, with every day a decision has not been made, there will be a number of 
people demanding that one finally be made, because people really want certainty.  
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Regardless of what happens in the attempts to renegotiate those bilateral agreements, and no matter whether we 
go with a state-based system or a federal-based system, the one thing I want to stress is that there will be challenges 
no matter which system we go with. I honestly believe that the best way to navigate the challenges that will arise—
they were going to arise whether the Barnett government managed to hold on to government or whether we had 
a change of government; it was going to happen inevitably—is by ensuring that people with disability and their 
families, and the people who are at the centre of these services, drive the reforms and what needs to happen. These 
people are best placed to identify where the problems are emerging on the ground, whether they be large-scale 
problems or the niggly sorts of problems that can undo schemes. These people are best placed to be consulted to 
come up with the creative solutions that can then be appropriately considered. 

One of the things that did not get a level of attention in members’ responses to this motion, which is very 
disappointing, is the need to ensure that real funding—money—is put towards organisations for people with 
disability that engage in systemic advocacy. I again emphasise that in the last Productivity Commission report, 
this area was highlighted as needing attention. It was recognised that a reform of this scale cannot be rolled out 
successfully without ensuring that the independent bodies that are absolutely representative of the grassroots 
people with disability and their families participate directly in identifying the issues and helping to find the 
solutions. The two key disability organisations in this state that engage in systemic advocacy, People with 
Disabilities (WA) Inc and the Developmental Disability Council of WA, have lost their funding. That decision 
was made by the previous government and has continued under this government. We are talking about low levels 
of funding in the overall scheme of things. That is a problem, because that has happened in this state; it has not 
happened universally around the country. That is a matter of great concern and needs to be addressed. I note the 
minister’s acknowledgement that these two organisations in particular are very important and perform a critical 
role. I am glad that that has been acknowledged, but it needs to be backed up with dollars. That is just an absolute 
fact. I am really concerned that there was not enough focus on that. 

I also want to talk about the representative structures that need to be put in place over and above the systemic 
organisations to effect this reform. I do not necessarily have in mind a set model of what that should look like, 
because people with disability should have those discussions with government directly to determine the best way 
that they think that can proceed. We are hearing from people, rightly or wrongly, that they feel that the only voice 
that is getting a say in the design of the scheme in WA at the moment—this may be unfair or it may be incredibly 
fair; I do not know, but I will relay it—is that of service providers, particularly the very large service providers. 
However, we know it is about more than just service delivery. It is also about being aware of the gaps that are 
emerging and also the smaller organisations that will potentially fall by the wayside, and I have spoken about that 
matter already. 

In the debate on this motion, not enough attention was focused on how we will make sure that people with disability 
and their families will be front and centre in helping to design the scheme in Western Australia. That is a challenge. 
It is never an easy exercise. Co-production is not an easy exercise to undertake, but if it is done well, it can be 
transformational in making sure that the system is right. I would like us to be leaders within this space in WA. 
I note that the previous government liked to say that, particularly when the first two trial sites were announced. 
But any ground we had at that time has been well and truly lost now. 

I also thought I would make some comments in response to something the minister said about the trial sites. I want 
to be very clear and put on the record that when the decision was made by the previous government to embark on 
two trial sites, I was extremely supportive of that decision. At that time, I was president of a peak body that also 
was very supportive of that decision. We saw that as a good way to access a whole range of comparative data that 
we thought would contribute quite helpfully to the national scheme. In fact, at that time I was also the vice-chair 
of a national organisation that was looking at the issue of psychosocial disability. That organisation chose to take 
an agnostic approach to whether we should go with a state or federal-based system and instead took the position 
that we needed to enunciate a series of principles under which any system should operate and support whichever 
model came up, whether it be state or federal, as long as it abided by those principles. I will still stand here and 
say that if the minister makes an announcement in December that the government has decided to go with the 
state-based system, I will not be inherently critical of that, but I will have a lot of questions about it. If the minister 
decides to say that the government has managed to renegotiate the bilateral agreements and it will go with the 
federal system, I will not be critical of that either. But, once again, I will have a whole bunch of questions about 
how it will operate. 

I come back to the basics. Either way, people need to have some certainty. Organisations need certainty. It is 
creating real problems for service providers. The uncertainty also is genuinely distressing for too many people 
with disability. I also acknowledge that the experience has been transformational in the lives of many people in 
WA who are receiving services under the National Disability Insurance Scheme at the moment. I particularly 
acknowledge those people who have been the recipients of psychosocial disability packages and who never 
received a thing prior to the introduction of the NDIS and are now receiving something. I know it is absolutely 
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amazing for those people. However, on the flip side, I know that other people are now receiving less in packages 
than they did before the NDIS was introduced. This is giving an idea of how diverse the experiences are for people 
on the ground. The one thing that people want more than anything is to have some certainty across the board and 
to know what they can expect. They also want to have consistency across Australia. Whether we go with a federal 
system or a state system, we know that people with disability within WA want to ensure that whatever package 
they end up with will not be less than that of their counterparts in the rest of Australia. This was a very hard fought 
for reform. As we keep saying, it is one of the largest reforms to have ever happened in this country. We need to 
make sure that we get it right, and the way that we get it right is by ensuring that people with disability and their 
families design the system and identify the problems. We also need to support their organisations, which are best 
placed to provide that broad-picture thinking, so that we can get this right. 

Question put and passed. 
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